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The methodology of self-assembly driven by metals (typically Pt, Pd) has allowed
the preparation of a large number of molecular polygons (triangle, square,…) and
polyhedrons (cubes, prisms,…) with remarkable properties. The corresponding
host cavities offer promising opportunities for applications in molecular
recognition or even in guest transport.
Nevertheless, very few electro-active polygons or polyhedra have been
described,1 and most of them are electro-deficient. In this context, we recently
designed electron-rich self-assembled 2D and 3D discrete structures based on the
tetrathiafulvalene unit (TTF) and derivatives, such as bis(pyrrolo)TTF (BPTTF)
and extended TTF.
We will focus on the preparation of novel self-assembled containers bearing
exTTF side-walls (Figure 1b) and on their ability to redox-control the
encapsulation/release of anionic or neutral hosts.
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